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Career Tip: Harmony Comes First. Also, Watch Career Tip: Harmony Comes First. Also, Watch 
Out For Troubles With The LawOut For Troubles With The Law

Several stars of ill omen and only a rare few lucky ones

will be present in your chart in the year 2020, making this

a rather  unlucky year  for  you,  so it’s  better  to  prepare

yourself in advance in case disaster hits. As the unlucky

“Lonely God” star will shine upon you during this year, you

may  have  trouble  building  meaningful  relationships  at

work,  and  conflicts  and  misunderstandings  galore  may

occur. Try your best to keep your emotions under control

and get along with others, or you may find yourself in a

situation  in  which  you’re  completely  isolated  in  your

workplace, enemies at every turn. 

Another unlucky star, “Earth’s Ill Fate”, will also appear

in your 2020 chart. This points to the possibility of legal

trouble,  so  it’s  recommended  to  steer  clear  of  risky

ventures or those that may cause you problems with the

law. Do not do anything you’ll one day regret! Also try to

cut ties with friends or connections that may get you into

any  kind  of  trouble.  Caution  is  the  key  this  year—be

conservative and put stability first before trying anything

ambitious. Those born in the year of the rabbit and, to a

lesser degree, those born in the year of the dog may play

huge  roles  in  the  progress  of  your  career  this  year.

Establish an honest relationship with them and your work

process will be sped up in leaps and bounds! The luckiest

career choices for you this year are those related to “fire”

and “earth”.

Finance Tip: Keep Tabs On Your Expenditures Finance Tip: Keep Tabs On Your Expenditures 
And Watch Out For ScamsAnd Watch Out For Scams

Your  financial  prospects  aren’t  looking  too  good  this

year. There may be occurrences making your main income

source unstable, and don’t expect to gain too much from

other sources either—you’ll win some, but you’ll lose even

more, so it’s  better to not dabble in those areas at all.

Refrain from making big investments during this year, or

you’ll  likely  face  huge  losses.  You  will  have  a  lot  of

expenses this year, so do not overspend and always keep

tabs on your expenditures carefully. Otherwise, you’ll  be

well on your way towards a financial crisis! Be especially

cautious around the early autumn period. What may look

like a good opportunity can turn out to be a scam! Also,

watch for backstabbers, as they may cause troubles which

may cost you a lot more money than you expected.
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Health Tip: Take Care Of Your Chest And Lungs,Health Tip: Take Care Of Your Chest And Lungs,
As Well As Your ChildrenAs Well As Your Children

The ill-fated “Door of Death” star will shine upon you in

the year 2020, leading to health problems. Take care of

yourself  well,  or  you  may  end  up  in  the

hospital.  Remember  that  prevention  is

always better than a cure! Be especially

careful when it comes to your chest and

lungs,  as  these  are  the  organs  most

prone to issues. Also take good care of the

children  in  your  household,  as  they  will  be

prone  to  illnesses  and  injuries.  During

summer,  be  careful  when  fishing,

swimming, boating or doing any water

activities.  Never  do  anything  risky

when  it  comes  to  water,  as  your

bravado can cost you your life.

Relationship Tip: Face YourRelationship Tip: Face Your
Inner-demons And CommunicateInner-demons And Communicate
With Your FamilyWith Your Family

With the “Lonely God” star present in your charts, you

may  find  yourself  friendless  and  lacking  in  potential

romantic  partners.  You’re  the  only  one  who  can  save

yourself  from your self-imposed restrictions.  Facing your

inner demons head-on and good communication with your

friends and family are ways to maintain good relationships

this year.

Tiger: Pearly Pig Of LuckTiger: Pearly Pig Of Luck
In  Chinese,  “pearl”  and  “pig”  share  the  same

pronunciation,  giving  the  smiley,  round  pig  in  the

charm a double meaning. The pig lies next to a giant

sack  full  of  treasures  as  well  as  a  jade

amulet,  which  is  traditionally  an

auspicious symbol. That, plus the fact

that the pig and the tiger are destined

matches in the Chinese zodiac, make

this a wonderful lucky charm for those

born in the year of the tiger!

This  will  be  an  unlucky  year  for

those born in  the year  of  the tiger.

Expect  to  face  lots  of  obstacles,

especially  in  collaborative  work.  Manage  your  finances

carefully and look out for scams! This “Pearly Pig of Luck”

charm, placed facing the southeast (or in the southeast of

your home/office), will help you navigate the year of 2020

and bring you great luck.
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